An Extensible Search Engine for Efficient Caching and Fast Lists Intersection

ABSTRACT
In modern search engines, caching has been widely used to reduce query latency. Most frequently requested documents and text fragments are cached to improve query throughput. Besides, there are previous works which utilize GPU to speed-up lists intersection during query processing. However, these relevant work has not been directly implemented in current Lucene.

Due to these reasons, we extend the CLucene, which written in C++, for efficiency research purpose. We construct an extensible architecture with application programming interfaces to provide a flexible research and experiment platform for researchers readily implement their algorithms and strategies. We have expanded the original project for taking use of parallelism in GPU to speed-up lists intersection of query processing. For the problem of cache design and implement, we integrate a fully functional and flexible cache framework which involving snippet generation and cache strategies. The whole platform is designed to be extensible so as to accommodate new methods without significant development effort. The source codes is available from https://github.com/NoneOS/ExCLucene.
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1 INTRODUCTION
To support more and more complex features, many available open source projects for full-text search have been designed [6]. Thanks to the highly optimizations and cross-platform feature, many of them were implemented in Java language, e.g. Lucene1. Nowadays, Lucene and its expansions have been widely used in industry situations.

1https://lucene.apache.org/

But in the situation of efficiency research, it is difficult for Java programs to directly utilize some parallel mechanism in modern computer system, like SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data) and GPU. These two features have been studied to improve query performance in [1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10]. Although it is possible for Java programs to use JNI (Java Native Interface) to call C/C++ codes, the efficiency loss of transformation is still a serious problem.

As a result, this paper designs an efficient and extensible search engine for full-text searching written in C++. We choose to reconstruct the CLucene2, which is a C++ migration of Lucene. Our work is an improvement on previous work by [12]. More specifically, we expand their works in index compression, query processing and result summarization. We implement more efficient encoding methods, especially the ones utilizing SIMD instructions. For query processing, we have integrated more common query operations, like WAND [2] and BMW [4]. We also support parallel query processing function, which utilizes GPU to boost list intersections [1]. In the situation of cache framework, we improve their work with more cache types and replacement strategies.

2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of our system is shown in Figure 1. The modules we have implemented including four major components: corpus indexer, index compression, query processing and result summarization. All these modules are implemented by following the inherit hierarchy of CLucene to keep the standard modular architecture.

The documents indexing module parse original documents in the corpus, e.g. HTML webpages and PDF files. This module has implemented by [12], which directly support to analyse TREC and WARC file formats. The index compression module will compress invert index files and decompress relevant posting lists during query processing. Query processing module will parse each query and retrieval relevant documents with ranking result. For each result, the result summarization module will check cache hit to determine whether generate snippet from origin text or fetch corresponding result from cache directly.

2.1 Query Processing
In the query processing module, we integrate the support for two typical rank query operations, WAND [2] and BMW [4]. The extra information required by these operations, like upper-bound scores of terms or blocks of postings, are stored outside of CLucene index.

Besides, we also integrate a CPU-GPU cooperative module to support fast lists intersection utilizing GPU. We first transform original CLucene inverted index into a searchable compressed index and upload it to GPU. Each posting list is split into blocks (each chunk has fix number of docIDs) and each block is compressed independently. During query processing, queries are grouped into batches. Each batch are uploaded from CPU to GPU, while the

2http://clucene.sourceforge.net/
results are downloaded from GPU to CPU. The lists intersection in
GPU are handled in DAAT(Document-At-A-Time) method. Due to
the space limit, the more details can be found in [1, 11].

2.2 Result Summarization
In most search engines, result documents with title and relevant
sentences, called snippet, are returned with ranking list. We in-
tegrate existing snippet generator, namely Highlighter, with an
extensible cache framework. We define the kernel data structure
\textit{cache table} which implemented by HashMap. The entry in cache
table is \textit{cache node}, which consists of a pair of key-value and can
be inserted or deleted independently.

In this module, there are three types of cache, i.e. query result
cache, snippet cache and document cache. When the search engine
receive a new query, it will first check whether the query can be
found in query result cache. If it hits, search engine will directly
return result list with snippets. Otherwise query processing module
will search relevant posting lists to find result documents. For each
result document, search engine will first lookup the snippet cache
by docID and query, if it hits, snippet for this document can be
directly returned. Otherwise, it will check whether the document
cached in document cache to avoid read text from disk. Besides, we
also implement several typical cache replacement strategies, e.g.
LRU, LFU, QTF(Query-Term-Frequency), QTDF and etc. The more
details about cache replacement strategies can be found in [9].

3 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have described the design and implementation of a
search engine based on CLucene project. In order to accommodate
new methods expediently, the architecture and core library has
been well-designed to be extensible. For this purpose, we defined
a series of typical application programming interfaces which involves
different stages during full-text search. Our purpose is to provide a
flexible research and experiment platform for researchers readily
implement their algorithms and strategies on the aspect of efficiency.

As future work, we are going to implement an distribute system
for full-text search based on this work.
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